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EVS CHAPTER-1
MY FAMILY AND I

 What is family?
1. A family is a group of people who lived together. 
2. Parents, brothers, sisters, grandparents, uncles, aunts and cousins 

are called family members.
3. Families gives us love and protection.

 Types of families

1.      Families in which the mother, father 
and children live together are called nuclear families.

2.       Families in which grandparents live 
with mother, father and children are big families.

3.     Family in which grandparents, uncles, 
aunts, parents, cousins and children live together are called 
joint families. Joint families are bigger than small families.

4.   Families in which children stay with 
either mother or father are called single parent family.



 Family relations

Family members who are related to each other are called relatives.

1. Parents of our father and mother are our grandparents
2. Our father’s parents are our paternal grandparents.
3. Our mother’s parents are our maternal grandparents.
4. We are grandchildren of our grandparents.
5. We call our grandparents by special name such as nana, nani, 

dada, dadi.
6. Our mother’s brother is our maternal uncle. To whom we call 

mama.
7. Our mother’s sister is our maternal aunt. To whom we call mausi.
8. Our father’s brother is our paternal uncle. To whom we call 

chacha.
9. Our father’s sister is called paternal aunt. To whom we call bua.
10.The children of our aunts and uncles ae our cousins.

 Family generations



                    

Family members who are born and grow old in the same period are said to 
belong to same generation.

1. Our grandparents belong to first generation.
2. Our grandparents children such as our parents, uncles ans aunts . 

thet form second generations.           
3. We along with our brothers, sisters and cousins belond to third 

generation.
4. The parents of our grandparents are our great- grandparents. They 

are called our ancestors. 
     

 Family resemblances
1. People often tell us that we look like our father and mother. This is 

because family members look a lot like each other and might have 
similar appearances. This is called family resemblances.

2. Children often have features like that of their parents. A child might 
have eyes, nose and hair colour similar to that od his or her mother 



or father. Such feature that passed down from parents to children are 
called hereditary features.

3. Two children who are born at the same time to same mother are 
called twins.

4. Twins who look exactly like each other are called identical twins.
5. Twins who do not look exactly like each other. They are called 

fraternal twins.
6. Family members also resemble each other in habits. A habit is a 

behaviour that is often repeated.

 Together as a family
1. We learn values such as honesty, kindness, care and responsibility 

from our family.
2. We learn how to respect our elders, how to share things with our 

brother, sister and cousins.
3. The traditions and customs followed by our families are passed 

on to us.
4. A family is a happy family when all members of the family spend 

time with each other, communicate with each other, have dinner 
together and celebrate all festival together.


